
R & R Development Introduces Kitchen Makeover Tips 

R&R Development has been serving the Bay area of Northern California for over 30 years. The 

contracting company's specialty is kitchen remodeling, and it now offers free tips for upgrading 

kitchens during the fall.  

Real estate in the San Francisco Bay area is among the most valuable in the country, and owners 

no doubt value the opportunity to maximize their investment. Well-planned remodeling and 

renovation projects are often a good investment for homeowners looking to achieve long-term 

profit from their house or condominium. The veteran remodeling contractors at R&R 

Development have been serving the greater San Jose area for more than 30 years, and now offer 

its residents some very useful tips on upgrading the kitchen this fall.  

Beginning advice about fall kitchen renovation as seen at 

http://www.randrkitchen.com/index.html relies upon understanding the overall concept of 

kitchen remodeling.  Therefore, working with a professional remodeling expert, such as those at 

R&R, is essential for the best results.  

Kitchens are among the most popular areas in a home to remodel. They are the center of family 

life and often the location for events such as parties or to share a cup of coffee with a neighbor. 

R&R Development offers suggestions autumn remodeling in San Jose as seen at 

http://www.randrkitchen.com/aboutus.html. Among the tips R&R shares is the need to ensure 

proper cabinet choices.  A common problem according to the contractors is when homeowners 

try to fit pre-manufactured cabinets into non-standard areas. Designing kitchen cabinets is much 

more involved than simply entering the gross measurement into a computer. A person or couple 

looking to upgrade their kitchen cabinets this fall need to engage a quality cabinet designer.  

When managing San Jose kitchen remodel as seen at 

http://www.randrkitchen.com/meet_ourteam.html, R&R Development relies on an ongoing team 

of contractors and subcontractors. By maintaining ongoing partnerships and teams, R&R 

Development ensures quick, efficient and quality project completion as well as regularly sharing 

tips for a new client's kitchen.  

About R&R Development: Rob Gamble and Bob Baker have been helping San Jose and Silicon 

Valley homeowners achieve beautiful renovation and remodeling results for more than 30 years. 

R&R Development offers free consultations and top renovation services for jobs of all sizes, 

including kitchen remodels and renovations in all areas of the home. 

For More Information: 

Robert Gamble 

R&R Development 

5083 Rebel Ct. 

San Jose, CA 95118 

(408) 723-8346 

robert.gamble@comcast.net 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nyjmYfsoig 


